testIDEA 9.12.x
This document describes what’s new and noteworthy in testIDEA. Headings indicate version
and release date.

9.12.269 (2016-01-08)
Grouping of test cases
Grouping of test cases enables better overview of the parts of code tested. Additional test and
result statistics provide information about executed tests.

Groups in Outline view
In the image below group g0 contains all test cases for functions in module listUtils.c. Group g1
contains all test cases for function max_element().

Creating groups
Groups can be created either with command from context menu or Test menu, or with wizard
accessible with command iTools | Create Groups.

Filter section
This section specifies which test cases belong to this group. There are many possibilities to
configure, but usually only one or two items should be specified. Most often test cases will be
grouped by source file, so only Modules f ield has to be defined.

Group Statistics
This section shows statistics for all test cases in a group.

Function Statistics
This section shows test case execution statistics for each function in a group.

Coverage
Coverage can be merged for all test cases in a group and coverage requirements can also be
specified for the code in a group.

Test Reports
The same information is present in test reports.

For more details about this new functionality in testIDEA, please see testIDEA help.

9.12.274 (25-03-2016)
Improved copy-paste for tables
Tables in sections Variables, Expected, Persistent Variables, HIL, Options, and Dry run were
updated and copy-pasting was improved - it is possible to copy-paste range of cells now.

Improved dialog for group creation
Modules can be filtered, and items are sorted in alphabetical order.

.

Function prototype is shown in 'New test' dialog after function name
is entered.

Pasting in tables with expressions, variables and assignments can
add rows
If more rows are pasted than table size, table size is increased. Before this improvement table
had to be manually increased first.

Filter for modules and sorting added in groups creation wizard
This makes selection of groups in case of big projects with many modules easier.

9.12.276 (2016-04-19)
Test Report dialog has been updated
XSL and CSS can be now embedded into XML report
This way we get testIDEA report in one XML file, which contain css, xslt and test results in xml
format. It is more convenient for handling, but if there are many report files then saving css and
xslt to standalone files and reusing them can save some space.

Report contents setting has changed
If we want to get report which shows only test cases which failed, it is selected with field HTML
content in the dialog above. This has replaced the old Report contents radio buttons. The
difference is, that now complete report is saved, but output is filtered when shown in browser.
Previously results of passed test cases were not saved to XML.

9.12.278 (2016-05-10)
Core IDs in Multicore preferences page can be read from winIDEA
Button Get from winIDEA reads core IDs from winIDEA. Names will be the same as found in
winIDEA menu Debug | Core. It is a convenience feature, but not mandatory - names of cores in
testIDEA may differ from those in winIDEA, so that we can use the same iyaml file when our
code is compiled and tested on different targets.

Action waitUntilStopped added to testIDEA target init actions
This action is required to wait for secondary cores, when they are started by primary core.

9.12.279 (2016-05-30)
Subversion revision is now available for test reports
Revision number of iyaml file can be shown in test report by using host variable
${svnRevision} in Test environment, for example:

Added new script extensions for test report
Script extensions for test report can be used to provide additional data for test (eg. Subversion
revision of sources or components tested). For more information see online testIDEA help,
section Tasks | Writing Script Extensions | Test execution extensions.

Scripts and functions available iTools menu
When found, functions and scripts are automatically added to menu iTools by testIDEA.
They are added to the menu when command iTools | Refresh is executed and can be
used to execute custom scripts from testIDEA.
For more information see online testIDEA help, section Tasks | Writing Script
Extensions | GUI Extensions.

Static call graph implemented in section Diagrams
This graph shows call information as obtained from download file. No analyzer recording is
needed.

Improved editing of stubs, user stubs, test points, coverage and
profiler sections
Names of functions, test points and variables can be edited in the table and result and comment
icons are shown next to item name.

9.12.282 (2016-05-30)
Init sequence is now used also in generated Python script
Python script can reuse init sequence as configured in testIDEA File | Properties | Initialization
sequence dialog. The old boolean flags for initialization actions are deprecated.

Arrays are now supported also for test local variables in Variables
Selection Dialog
Members of array are shown in variable hierarchy tree.

Test creation wizard provides much more help with creation of new
tests
If symbols are loaded, it shows the list of functions called from function under test directly or
indirectly. User can then select which functions to stub, set test points, measure coverage or
profiler. On the next pages it is also possible to select which variables to declare and initialize.
Currently only function parameters are shown, but in one of the following releases global
variables will also be added.

testIDEA automatically replaces invalid symbols in test ID or tags
with '_'
It used to write a warning in Status view, if invalid symbols were used, but it was still possible to
create an invalid iyaml file.

BTF export format for profiler added.
Profiler results can also be exported in BTF format from testIDEA.

9.12.284 (2016-07-29)
Wizards for stubs, user stubs, test points, coverage, profiler,
variables, and expected sections
If we didn’t create stubs or configure coverage of called functions during test creation, this can
be done later in the same way by clicking the wizard button in sections Stubs, User Stubs, Test
Points, Coverage Statistics, Profiler Statistics, Variables, and Expected.

Labels are shown in static call graph
Sometimes functions do not call only other functions, but also labels. Since labels have no size
and exit information, profiling or coverage are not possible, but it may still be useful to see calls
to labels in the call graph. They are shown in light brown color.

Sections Init test and Stop test were renamed
to System init and Execute test
These two sections are used in System tests. Functionality is still the same, but names System
init and Execute test better describe the purpose of these two sections.

Script extension can have more control over execution of System
tests
Section Execute test (Stop test in previous versions) may not be defined. In such case script
extension function Init test controls target start and stop. Now it is possible to implement
complete test in script, but use testIDEA for test management and reports.

9.12.286 (2016-08-24)
Buttons for Show source action
Buttons Show source added to toolbar, buttons Show analyzer file added to Analyzer and Group
coverage configuration sections.
Depending on item selected in testIDEA Outline view, the new toolbar button shows:
- source of function under test for unit tests
- breakpoint location for system tests (if defined)
- the first function in filter for groups (if defined)
- analyzer file from test case or group if SHIFT is pressed

Host variables in test report file name
Host vars can be used in test report file name. This way it is possible to test different download
files (possibly on different targets) with the same iyaml file, and save reports with different file
names, for example.

New warnings
When user declares host variables, testIDEA writes a warning to Status view, since host
variables are always of type string and should never be entered in table for declarations in
section Variables.

9.12.289 (2016-09-09)

New warnings
If test local var is hidden by function parameter or local var of the same name, warning is shown
in testIDEA Status view. This should help to avoid confusion when test local vars are used in
test points.
Sections with source location (Test Points) now report an error if search is specified but search
pattern is empty.

9.12.290 (2016-10-05)
Improved readability of error and warning messages
Bold and italic fonts are used in Status view.

Markdown text
Markdown tags for bold, italic and monospace fonts are recognized in Meta section, field
Description (for test cases and groups). The following tags are recognized:
**bold**, __bold__, *italic*, _italic_, `code`.
Tags can also be escaped with ‘\’. See also tooltip in testIDEA, section Meta, field Description.

Select View/Edit check-box to view formatted text:

HTML test report creation implemented
HTML file generation avoids browser problems related to XSLT processing.
If XML is selected as test report format, option was added to create also file in HTML format.

XML report is accompanied with XSLT and CSS files, but unfortunately support for XSLT
transformations is not consistent in web browsers. For example, IE and Edge do not show files
when XSLT and CSS are embedded into XML, while Chrome does not show report when they
are not embedded. Firefox shows both variants, but does not support
disable-output-escaping="yes" in XSLT.
All this information is also included in tooltips of controls in Save Test Report dialog.

9.12.294 (2016-12-07)
Table editor
It is possible to view and edit all derived test cases in one table. Export to Excel is no longer
needed to get an overview of test cases. Editing of ranges of values is also implemented.

Script wizard extended with new functions
Script wizard provides new pages for custom functions in menu iTools, test reports, and table
editor.

9.12.295 (2017-01-12)
Shortcuts
Shortcut Ctrl+O (Connect to winIDEA) changed to Ctrl+Alt+O. Ctrl+O is now assigned to File |
Open.

Tooltip in Outline view
Tooltip in Outline view now shows test case in iyaml format. This way quick overview of test
case contents is possible without opening all sections.

9.12.296 (2017-02-17)
Function parameters can be renamed with other test vars
Rename dialog (menu command iTools | Rename …) now checks also function parameters,
if they match pattern for renaming, and renames them.

9.12.300 (2017-04-11)
Improved support for execution of tests in Jenkins
New section was added to testIDEA help (Tasks | Configuring Jenkins). It describes in
more detail how to configure Jenkins and resolve possible problems.
Test script generated by testIDEA has also been improved by adding stdout.flush() after
print statements to show output in Jenkins console immediately.

Test points now get function, file name, and line number in test report
This makes easier to locate test points in source code.

Logging wizard added to sections Meta, Stubs and Test points
The wizard makes logging of all variables assigned in section Variables easier.

Hit count for stubs and test points added
The number of hits can now be specified as additional test criteria.

